Honda accord 2003 oxygen sensor

For more information go to Properly functioning oxygen sensors are important when it comes
to your vehicles fuel efficiency and reducing harmful exhaust emissions. Meticulously
engineered and evaluated to exceptional standards, Denso's 4-wire OE replacement oxygen
sensors will restore your ride to fresh-from-the-factory quality with their perfect fit an We've
Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Oxygen Sensor part. See All. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Honda Accord
Oxygen Sensor. Showing 1 - 15 of 91 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Wire Length Thread Size : M Part Number: RH Wire Length Thread Size : 0.
Part Number: Part Number: SET Part Number: WKP Page 1 of 7 Showing 1 - 15 of 91 results.
Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Bosch invented the automotive oxygen sensor
and is the number one choice of vehicle manufacturers around the world. Optimize vehicle's
performance in the areas of emission and fuel economy. Dec 23, Great part! No more check
engine light!! Erick Proveaux. Purchased on Dec 15, Dec 21, I'm very happy with the o2 sensor,
works perfect. Andrew Maragh. Purchased on Nov 27, Aug 31, Awesome purchase! Great
product and quality. I would recommend to anyone. Guest Guest. Purchased on Aug 10, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. P Code: HO2S Heater Control Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 3
Newer car models determine oxygen content through heated oxygen sensors in the exhaust
system before and after the catalytic converter s. The information supplied by the oxygen
sensors helps the fuel system maintain the right air to fuel ratio. Downstream oxygen sensors
also help the PCM determine the efficiency of the. The PCM uses a closed-loop air-fuel metering
system and monitors the heated oxygen sensor signal voltage. It utilizes various data from the
sensors in the car, such as the oxygen sensors, manifold absolute pressure. P Code: O2 Sensor
Circuit Slow Response Bank 1, Sensor 2 The rear sensor is located behind the catalytic
converter, and bank 1 refers to the side of the engine that houses the 1 cylinder. It uses this
information to make short-term or long-term fuel corrections, like changes in fuel delivery
strategy and ignition timing, in order to achieve the optimal air-fuel ratio. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The O2 sensor measures the content of the
exhaust coming out of your Accord's tailpipe and adjusts the air to fuel ratio accordingly based
on the information it receives. Over time, the O2 sensor will fail. This might happen at , miles, or
sooner. When it does happen, you will notice a dramatic decrease in performance. You may not
be able to start your Accord, or your Accord's idle may be really rough. At this point, you need
to replace the O2 sensor. Raise the Accord onto jack stands. Lift up the front of the accord with
a floor jack using the front jack point. Slide the jack stands under the front pinch welds and
lower the Accord onto the stands. Remove the O2 sensor by turning it counterclockwise with a
O2 sensor socket and socket wrench. Install the new O2 sensor. Reverse the order of these
instructions to reassemble. I am a Registered Financial Consultant with 6 years experience in
the financial services industry. I am trained in the financial planning process, with an emphasis
in life insurance and annuity contracts. I have written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Raise
the Accord onto jack stands. Step 2 Pull the O2 sensor leads off the factory wiring harness.
Step 3 Remove the O2 sensor by turning it counterclockwise with a O2 sensor socket and
socket wrench. Haynes; Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type. Aftermarket
Branded 1, Items 1, Unbranded Items Genuine OEM 36 Items Private Label 31 Items Not
Specified Items Bosch Items Delphi Items NGK Items Walker Products Items Unspecified Length
Items Lifetime Items New 2, Items 2, Used 34 Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying
Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options.
Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition
New Used. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Honda Accord. Enter Trim Tell
us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Almost gone. Last one. Free returns.
Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars
and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion
rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page
was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each
listing for international shipping options and costs. We offer a full selection of genuine Honda
Oxygen Sensors, engineered specifically to restore factory performance. Please narrow the
Oxygen O2 Sensor results by selecting the vehicle. About Honda Oxygen Sensor One of the
smaller components of your emission system is your Honda's oxygen sensor. This sensor
monitors the total amount of oxygen found in the exhaust stream of your motor, and then
adjusts the fuel ratio so your vehicle will run at its fullest potential for the given load. After it
determines the O2 levels it senses in the stream, it then dispatches the information to the ECU

to employ specific alterations to the amount of fuel to deliver for your engine's air fuel ratio
mixture. Most vehicles will simply have one oxygen sensor in the exhaust manifold, while
others may have up to 3 sensors found there and in the catalytic converters. Removing and
replacing an oxygen sensor is not extremely difficult, but with the right adapter tools,
accessories and some patience, swapping it out will be a breeze. Unplug any associated
electrical connectors on the sensor, use an O2 sensor socket adapter to remove the old one and
prepare to install your new Honda oxygen sensor. So if your miles per gallon starts to drop off
and your check engine warning light becomes lit with an oxygen sensor code thrown, your O2
sensor may be to blame. You know that you love Honda, but do you know what sets it apart
from the competition? The answer is simple - Honda genuine parts and accessories. Only OEM
Honda parts can fit your car perfectly and make your car a master on the road again. Yes, we
support international shipping, so we will deliver to you wherever you are. Featured Honda
Oxygen Sensor. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Engine problem
Honda Accord 4 cyl Front Wheel Drive Manual K miles I would like to know what a fair price is,
including labor, for the replacement of both a catalytic converter and oxygen sensor
downstream. These are the two codes that came up when the diagnostic testing was done. Do
you. Its hard to say. What codes were there? If the light just came on and you had it checked
out, I doubt if that many things are wrong with the car. If youve been driving for a long time with
the light on, thats adifferent story. Was this answer. Thank you for the response. The codes that
came up were P and P Does this help any? We have been driving it for maybe a couple of
months with the check engine light on. Your code is the rear o2 sensor is bad. Your code is cat
converter low efficiency. A good mechanic would replace the 1 o2 sensor that is bad and have
you drive the vehicle. You can not tell cat efficiency if your o2 sensor does not work. Also if the
converter efficiency code comes back there is a reflash of the computer honda dealer can
perform because they are having a problem with false setting code on your vehicle. So in my
opinion have the o2 sensor replaced and have codes cleared and drive vehicle, there very well
could be nothing wrong with your cat converter. What they are doing is what we call a shotgun
blast. Replace every single component in the system so there is no way the light will come back
on. That's my rant for today, sorry it was you people that had to get it. In the same vehicle what
does DRL mean? In the same vehicle what does DRL. You'd be singing a totally different tune if
YOU were the mechanic getting screamed at. We are accused of selling you unneeded parts,
then when we try to save you a few bucks, it always comes back to bite us. Most get even
angrier when they have to put off their golf game to bring the car back a second time. Why do
you hold us to much higher standards than you do your doctor? We have to relearn new
systems and repair procedures for hundreds of models at least every year, and sometimes
twice per year. Doctors only have to learn two models in varying sizes for their entire careers.
YOU are the one who bought a car with all kinds of computers and technology that were never
needed before. It's not my fault that the vibration, moisture, salt, and dirt are the worst possible
environment for electronics to live in, and you insist on your new car having all that ridiculous
entertainment and toys. It's a miracle the dozens of computer modules and electrical
connectors hold up as well as they do. We know from experience what is likely to cause more
problems for you in the future when we recommend parts or services that you think aren't
needed. In my extended community of well over , people, we have dozens of new-car dealers,
and about 70 independent repair shops. Of all of them, only the Chevy dealer is a well-known
crook. People who insist on owning a Chevy drive 15 or 30 miles to a different dealer. We also
used to have one independent shop owner who was a rip-off artist. He is out-of-business now
because he ran out of customers. Of all the rest of the shops, I got to know them from years of
being an Automotive instructor at my community college. I have never heard a former student
say they heard a boss or coworker say, "how can we rip someone off today? I'm referring to the
things car owners do to their cars that can make US a party to a lawsuit we had nothing to with.
You know doctors order more tests than necessary to cover their butts. We have to weigh the
impact on your wallet against the chance your car will be coming back on a tow truck in a few
months. One shop owner was so uncommonly honest and reputable that he kept three people
employed in a tiny community of 2, people. I also helped out a few times for a guy in my city
who had all kinds of tricks to rip people off. I learned a lot to look out for and warn people about.
Some people thought he was so helpful and honest because he put on a good show, but he too
ran out of customers thanks to word-of-mouth advertising. So you see, you're accusing an
entire industry based on a very limited set of experiences. Every profession has its people who
ruin the reputation for their entire industry. You would have a very different opinion if you had
worked for the very nice family-owned Chrysler dealership I worked at. Every week we had
grateful customers stop in to bring us donuts and cookies. If you don't leave your repair shop
with the same gratitude, look at the attitude you walked in with. I have to wonder why some of

the service writers behind the desk even bother to show up each morning. We didn't design the
car. We didn't build the car. I didn't sell you the car, and I didn't break the car, yet it's me you're
angry with. By the way, my daily driver is a rusty trusty '88 Dodge Grand Caravan with only a
single Engine Computer. I have all the same power windows, power locks, power mirrors, rear
heater and AC, rear wiper, radio, and automatic transmission, and NONE of those needs a
computer. I'll buy another new car when I can replace parts on it that don't have to be
programmed by the dealer. We don't like the over-use of unneeded technology either. We often
reminisce about the older cars, and how wonderful it would be if we could repair those models
with the knowledge we have today. That would equate to a retired heart surgeon being asked to
remove splinters. That's another "feature" the engineers decided we must have, for the people
too stupid or lazy to turn on a light switch themselves. Hello Guys. I was not referring to you as
honest business men, I agree totally with everything you said, I am not sucking up either , What
I meant to say without thinking about the fact, that some of these BIG companies and that
applies, all over the planet we live on. You people know this as well as any person with an
infinite grain of sense would know it. I appreciate your internet program more than you will ever
know, as I am on a pension, ergo why I get so upset. I appreciate your reading of this e-mail. By
the way my question, still has not been answered. My last paragraph referred to your question.
Your frustration is exceeded only by my own. I am an electronics expert, a suspension and
alignment specialist, and a brake systems specialist. As such, I should not have to take my
vehicles to a dealership to have repairs performed or to have replacement computers
programmed. Carpenters don't have to hire a carpenter to do repairs around their homes.
Accountants don't have to hire accountants. Why do mechanics have to pay someone else to
do their repairs? The gouging you're referring to is determined at the corporate level and does
not involve the dealers or their mechanics. Specifically, I call these "customer unfriendly
business practices", and I describe them often here. I first became aware of this issue back in
the '70s and is why I am a fan of one certain manufacturer to this day. It took a story from a
national-level trainer to put my opinions into words. According to that instructor, Hyundai,
Toyota, and Chrysler are the top three manufacturers in the world for customer-friendly
business practices. That means as a company, they put customer satisfaction ahead of profits,
or they make corporate decisions that are in their customers' best interest. They have a lot of
business practices that drain their customers' wallets after the sale, and is why they have to
constantly keep advertising for new customers. GM was one of the first to come up with
computers that have to be programmed to the vehicle so you have to go back to the dealer.
They were the first to stop allowing me to buy radio service manuals so they could lock up all
that lucrative repair business for their two grossly-over-priced repair centers. They have all
kinds of other tricks to squeeze money from their customers. They are also one of the leaders in
adding over-complicated, unnecessary, and unreliable technology to our vehicles. Chrysler has
been the leading innovator at developing a huge list of things that directly benefit us, since the
fifties. The problem is everyone else copies those systems, but only after Chrysler gets the bad
reputation before the bugs are worked out. I don't mind buying test equipment, but if I'm not
allowed to buy something I need, or I can't work on the vehicle myself, I won't own it. The day
any manufacturer builds a car without all the unneeded computers to run lights and windows,
I'll buy it. Thanks for your reply, I drive a Dodge Dakota 4x4 club cab. This vehicle is a 5 speed
manual, and hasn't any frills, just the basics, it is the best little truck I have ever had, it has had
the normal fixes for those years, example, heater core replacement, tie rod ends replacement,
the rust on the rear wheel wells a really poor design that catches water and salt, I think that by
looking at the newer models they have fixed the issue, which to my inspection didn't take a
whole lot of smarts. I am in the process of redoing these rust patches and a little general body
work. Myself I don't need all the fancy gadgets of today, it's a throwaway society we are living
in, when I finally throw something out to the trash, it is absolutely of no use to anyone else, a
person can become a millionaire, if that's what they want, by just going around back alleys and
picking up the" GOLD" that people throw away, " SHEESH". Well anyway tks. For your reply, I
look forward to a fine relationship with your internet program. You could be my brother. I too
get the last ounce of life out of everything. My last daily driver was an old '88 rusty trusty Grand
Caravan. I'm looking for a rust-free one from down south, but it must have 15" wheels. My old
one has over , miles, and the oil wasn't changed in over 15 years. That ended up being an
experiment to show my students what some engines are capable of. I used that van to drag a
tandem axle enclosed trailer to the Iola Old Car Show swap meet for 15 years. Never even
needed to hook up the trailer's brakes. Can't do that with my '89, '94 or '95 Grand Caravans.
They have the 4-speed computer-controlled transmissions. Those would explode before I got to
the end of my driveway. I hear that man, my 98 Dodge hasn't had the oil changed since I bought
it seven years ago and it is still looking' good, I say if it isn't broke dont' mess with it. Again I

thank you for your timely reply. Feel free to send a message at any tine, by the way that Honda I
have for sale, it has a broken catalytic converter sensor, some one tried to replace it snd has
rounded off all of the wrench fittings, They don't know the intense heat that is generated by
those converters, but with the on board computer it has to be chsanged out. I will put the heat
to it and hope for the best, that's it for now. Please login or register to post a reply. Related
Catalytic Converter Test Content. The Brake Performance Is Testing a catalytic converter on
your vehicle is an easy job and is part of the emissions system that is designed to eliminate air
pollution which is left over from the I Went To Two Different Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! He reset the engine light and hasn't come on again in 6 months. How much
should I expect to pay to have both up stream oxygen sensors replaced can I do it myself? As
far as the sensors are concerned, they are about 80 dollars each and take about 20 minutes
each to replace. However, as I mentioned, if the light has remained off, they should be fine. Here
is a guide to help walk you through the repair with diagrams below to show you how on your
car. Please let us know what you find. I was told that I needed to get my O2 sensor replaced a
few months ago and kind of left it because I did not have the money at the time. However, I have
to get my car inspected for DMV purposes and now have to get the check engine light turned
off. Can I replace the O2 sensor myself? What code am I looking for to show if the O2 sensor is
upstream or down stream? Where exactly is the O2 sensor located on a Honday Accord? Was
this answer helpful? I think and the people said it was an upstream sensor I just replaced it and
the light wont go off its saying something about a heater circuit Was this answer helpful? Also
after you replaced the sensor did you clear the code with a scan tool and it came back? What
size engine do you have? My mechanic said the passenger seat had to be removed which added
to the labor. The mechanic made it sound like a bear while an internet search shows plenty of
weekend cowboys are doing it for cheap. I want to believe my mechanic but it's like asking the
barber if I need a haircut. Could you mean the check engine light or malfunction indicator light?
How many sensors are there and where are they located? How are they replaced? I have
experience as mechanic but never have I changed these. Your help is appreciated. One piece is
located on the exhaust under the intake manifold. The other piece would be after the catalytic
converter. Recently my Check Engine light came up. I was able to locate this sensor as on the
backside of the engine. There is verly little space to move your hand and it seems to be very
tight. Please suggest any tool or how I can take this out? I even tried to pull the coupling for the
front sensor 2, but that too was very tight and could not open. Quick response is appreciated.
Thanks Himanshu Was this answer helpful? There is no special tools for unplugging the
terminal. The wireharness side has a locking tab that has to be pressed to release the lock
before you can pull the connector off. Sometime sand or dirt gets between the tab rendering it
impossible to release the lock. I would use compressed air to blow out any foreign material
before pressing the tab. My engine light came on and the Honda mechanic said that I needed
both up stream oxygen sensors replaced and recommended a fuel injection service. Do you. If
the light hasn't come back on in that amount of time, chances are everything is working
properly. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. If you can go to a auto part's store like auto
zone and have them read your code's and let me know what the number is then I can tell you
which sensor it is and a lot more information. Heater circuit on honda accord lx I replaced the
oxygen sensor and it is still showing up and the light will not go off whats wrong. I think and the
people said it was an upstream sensor I just replaced it and the light wont go off its saying
something about a heater circuit Was this answer. I need the exact code you have it will be a P
followed by four numbers. Had the rear oxygen sensor replaced in my Accord tonight. Its a lot
of money to replace one O2 sensor and the difficult part of replacing it, is that you may need
heat to loosen it of the exhaust and no need to remove any seats Was this answer. Can you put
federal emission on a california emission honda if the car is located in MA? Get it replace if it
can pass the IM you'll be fin
owners manual for 2007 ford f150
need diagram 2004 ford escape fuse box
test fuses with multimeter
e. Af sensor light keeps coming on? AF sensor light? I had engine lite analyzed indicating 02
sensor problem. Hi fishman34, Some models have one and some have two. Hi, I have Honda
Accord V6. Thanks Himanshu Was this answer. Hi Himanshu, Thank you for the donation.
Thanks for the reply. I will try to put some lubricant. And just to confirm, the Bank 1 Sensor 1 is
located on the back side of the engine, right? Yes, Bank 1 is rear sensor. Hi Thanks for your
help. I was able to open the sensor. But can I clean it and try if the sensor works fine and how to
clean it? Or the only option is to replace it? Please let me know as soon as you can, as I have
my car opened and waiting for it to be fixed. Please login or register to post a reply. Easy step

by step guide on how to replace an automotive engine exhaust oxygen sensor P, P, P, P, P and
P, this information pertains to most cars. Oxygen Sensor Location? I Had A Diagnostic Since , It
Has Been Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

